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Section G2 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 

A fuel evaporative emission control system is fitted 
on all cars conforming to the following specifications. 

Australian 
Japanese 
Middle East 
North American 
1 aiwan 

The system eliminates direct venting of the fuel 
tank and therefore, prevents the release of 
hydrocarbons into the atmosphere. 

Fuel vapours from the fuel tank are collected and 
stored in a charcoal filled canister situated under the 

left-hand front wing. When the canister is purged, the 
stored fuel vapours ace extracted from the charcoal 
and burnt in the engine. 

The fuel tank is located at the forward end of the 
luggage compartment. behind the carpet covered 
panel. 

An expansion tank situated within the fuel tank 
inhibits complete filling and provides fuel expansion 
volume to cope with extreme temperature conditions. 

A combined ptessure/vacuum relief valve is 
located in the fuel filler cap. 

A rollover tube with a restrictor is incorporated in 
the vent line from the fuet tank to the control canister. 

Fig. GZ-1 Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Purge connection 4 Canister 
2 Control solenoid E 4 door cars 
3 Rollover tube -- -- , , , - 2 door cars 

Note The purge connection to the engine varies connection is to the the air guide housing (as 
slightly depending upon the specification of illustrated above). 
the vehicle. On cars conforming to the Australian, 

On cars conforming to either the North Middle East, or Taiwan specifications the purge 
American or Japanese specifications the purge connection is to the throttle housing. 
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Fig. G2-2 Purge control system (Turbocharged 
engines) 

1 Dump valve vacuum switch 
2 Dump valve solenoid valve 
3 Purge control vacuum switch 
4 Purge control solenoid 
5 Adapter 
6 Hose from fuel tank vent 
7 Canister 

Emission control canister 
Air intake 
Baffle 
Carbon granules 
Baffle mat 
Screen 
Stand tube 
Purge line connection 
Fuel tank vent connection 

This prevents fuel from reaching the canister during 
harsh manoeuvres or in the event of vehicle 
inversion. 

for details of the servicing and maintenance 
requirements of the system, refer to the Service 
Schedules Manual TSD 4702. 

Naturally aspirated engines (see fig. G2-1) 
Operation of the purge system is controlled by a 
solenoid mounted in front of the ignition distributor. 
This solenoid is controlled by the thronle position 
switch and also on cars conforming to an ~istralian, 
Japanese, or North American specification, by a 
switch mounted in the thermostat housing. 

The canister is purged whenever the engine is 
cunning except at the idle speed setting, or on cars 
fitted with the themostat housing switch, i f the 
coolant temperature is low. 

Turbocharged engines (see fig. G2-2) 
The purge control system comprises a solenoid valve 
and a vacuum switch. 

As the accelerator pedal is lightly depressed with 
the engine running, a gated orifice is uncovered by 
one of the throttle plates. The increasing vacuum then 
applied to the control line via the throttle housing, 
solenoid valve, and hoses draws the stored vapours 
from the canister into the induction manifold. 

When the accelerator pedal is further depressed. 
the manifold vacuum falls, and-at a predetermined 
value the vacuum switch operates to close the 
solenoid valve. This seals the purge line to prevent a 
reverse fiow occurring under boost conditions. 

Emission control canistar 
The evaporative emission control canister is mounted 
under the left-hand wing. It is a cylindrical container 
filled with activated carbon granules. These granules 
are retained within the canister by a system of baffles 
and screens as shown in figure GZ-3. 

The top of the canister incorporates a tube, open 
10 atmosphere to admit purge intak air. In the base of 
the assembly is one connection for the fuel tank vent 
hose and another connection for the purge line. 

At the mileage specified in the service schedules 
remove the control canister and fit a new assembly. 

Emission control canister - To remove and fit 
1. Locate the emission control canister under the 
left-hand front wing bee fig. G2-41. Using the special 
pliers RH 8090 remove the securing clip from the 
canister end of the purge hose. 
2. Withdraw both hoses fitted to the canister. Label 
each one to facilitate assembly. 
3. Unscrew the four setscrews retaining the control 
canister in position. 
4. Withdraw the canister from under the wing. 
5. Note the position of the canister in relation to the 
mounting bracket and unscrew the retaining worm 
drive clip. 
6. Fit the new canisterto the mounting bracket and 
tighten the retaining worm drive cIip. 



7. Ensure that the canister is in the correct position 
relative to the mounting bracket. 
8. Fit the assembly to the vehicle by reversing the 
procedure given for removal, noting that a new hose 
securing clip should be used. 

fuet tank vent 
The fuel tank is vented to the filler neck via two 
connections. f his allows adequate venting of the taht 
during fi [ling. 

A separate vapour line from the centre of the tank 
(the rollover tube) almost encircles the tank before 
passing to  the evaporative ioss canister. The vent line 
is situated under the floor of the car on the left-hand 
side as shown i n  figure G2-1. It includes a restrictor at 
its highest point and passes around the tank to 
prevent l i ~ u i d  fuel from entering the canister during 
harsh manoeuvres or in the event of vehicle inversion. 

In the event of a blockage in the vapour line to the 
control canister, a combined pressure and vacuum 
relief valve is incorporated into the fuel filler cap. The 
valve prevents an excessive pressure build-up in the 
fuef tank caused by fuel vaporization or vacuum as 
the fuel is consumed. 

For all other details of the fuef tank refertochapter 
C. Fuel system. 

Fuel evaporative emission control system -To leak 
check 
Whenever the various pipes, hoses, and components 
of the fuel evaporative emission control system are 
disturbed. the system should be cheekedfor air leaks 
upon assembly. 

To test the system proceed as fotlows. 
1. Withdraw the fuel tank hose from the canister 
and connect it to the test equipment shown in figure 
G2-5. 
2. Apply air pressure to the fuel tank hose via the 
test equipment. Apply pressure until a reading of 380 
mm (15 in1 HzO is anained and then close the pressure 
~ U P P ~ Y .  
3. After five minutes again check the pressure 
reading. The reading should not have fallen by more 
than 12.7 mm (0.50 in). 
4. If the pressure drop is more than 12.7 mm 
(0.50 in1 progressively treat all joints in the system 
with a soap solution to detea air Leaks. 
5. Rectify any air leaks and again 'leak check' the 
system. 
6. During the five minutes leak down, visually inspect 
the hoses, pipes, and connections that are routed 
under the car. Commence where the hose exits from 
the body at the rear and foIlow the system to the loss 
control canister. 

Ensure that the hoses are secure in the mounting 
clips. 
7. When the syslem is satisfactory, detach the lest 
equipment and connect the hose to the conlrol 
canister. 

Purge line 
The purge line connects the control canisterto the 
engine induction system. 

Fig. G24 Fud evaporative control canister and 
mounting bracllet setsnewg. 

Fig. 62-5 Leak check test equipment 
7 Connection to fuel tanklcanister hose 
2 Pump 
3 One-way pressure valve 

Air from the atmosphere is drawn downwards 
through the carbon granules in the canister and 
co!lects the stored fuel vapours. This mixture then 
passes from the base of the canister to the throttle 
body or the air guide housing, where it is drawn into 
the engine induction system. 

Purge now rate - f o check 
Naturally aspirated engines 
1. Fit a flowmeter RH 8725 between the pipe from 
the canister and the hose to the control solenoid (see 
fig. GZ-61. 
2. Start the engine. 
3. On cars conforming to an Australian. Japanese. 
or North American specification. ensure that the 
coolant temperature is above 33°C (91°F). 
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fig. G2-6 Connecting the flowmeter 
A Turbocharged engines 
B Naturally aspirated engines 

4. lncrease the engine speed to 2500 revlrnin by 
opening the throttles. 
5. Check that the purge fl ow rate complies with the 
following chart. 

Turbocharged engines 
1. Fit a flowmeter RH 8725 between the hose from 
the canister and the adapter {see fig. G2-6). 
2. Disconnect the hose from the purge control 
vacuum switch. 
3. Conneathe Mityvac pump RH 12495 to the 
vacuum switch. 
4. Start the engine and apply a vacuum of 381 mm 
Hg 115 in Hgl to the vacuum switch. 

The control solenoid should now open and the 
flow through the system register on the flowmeter. 
5. Increase the engine speed to 2500 revlmin. 

Specification 

Japanese - 
North American 

Auaralian 

Middle East ' 

Taiwan 
&- 

6. Check that the purge flow rate is between 213 fPlh 
and 40 ft3fh (9.4 litreslmin and 18.8 litreslmin). 

All cars 
If the flow is less than the minimum, check for the 
following. 
1. Air teak in hoseslpipes. 
2. Blockage in hoseslpipes. 
3. Control system malfunction. 
4. Incorrect ignition timing. 

- 
Row mte 

If the flow is in excess of the manimurn, check for the 
following. 
1. Excessive lean mixture strength. 
2. Incorrect ignition timing. 
3. Air leak between the throttle body and the 
induction manifold. 

rt'lh 

15-30 

20-40 

liireslrnin 

7.1-14.1 

9.4-1 8.8 



Figure 62-7 

Purge control system -fault diagnosis chart 

(Naturally aspirated engines) 

- - - 
P 
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Check the purge flow rate I 

Detach rhe hose from the wing valance pipe 
(see hem A) 
Ftt an additronal hose to the valance pipe 
Can you blow dawn the hose and through 

1 the canister? 
- 

lnvastigate and tecrify bl~cked hoses to the 
throttle body or renew the control solenoid 

lgnition off 
Can you blow down the hose and through 
the solenoid? Check a. Throttle pos~tion swltch - /YES " CI~CUI t 

b. Temperature swnch and 
Measure the voltage on the whitdpurple cable 
at the solenoid plug and smket 

7 (see item B and 6) 
lgntt~on on 1s it 12 votts? 
Can you blow down the hose end through - Disconnect the solenoid plug and 
the solenoid? Check the black cable to sanh f o ~  

MO Is it continuous? 
Check the twrnparature switch circuit I I Leave the throttle position switch - 
disconnected. 

L: - - 
lrnponrnt 
Before carrying out a test ensure 1 
following conditions apply. 
1. The banery i s  fully charged 
2, The engine is cold 
3. Use a multimeter to carry out 1 
4. The ignition i s  switched off wt 

disconnecting or connecting el 
mnneclions 

5. Always remake any connectior 
immediately a test is complete 

6. Ensure that fuse B3 on fusebc 
intact 

7. Visually inspect the hoses for I 
- 

Dlsconnecl ?he temperature switch plug 

Iu-$ Unbridge the temperature switch 
Disconnect the thronle position swirch at the Measure ihe voltage on rhe whiti 
plug and socke~ (see item C and 9) 

Can you blow down the hose and through temperature switch plug. 
Ignition on 

the soknoid? 1s it '1 2 voits? 
Can you blow down the hass and thmugh 
the rolenoid? MC1 1 i N o r  

I I I Replace the temperature switch L 
Detach the temperature swiich P~UQ I I 
(see item D and 31 
Ignition on 
Can you blow down thr hose and through Check the throttle switch circuit 
the sol~nnid? leave the temperature switch plug 

$ disconnected. 
Measure the d tage on the white cable at the 

itch p!ug and socket 
Detach the temperature switch plug Ensure that the throttles 8re Clod 
(see nem 0 and 3) 
IQ r~t lon .. . on at the throttle position swnch ph 
Pan~ally open the throttles 
Can you blow down the hose snd through 
the rolanoid? 

-.- 
Comrol systems function satistac~or~ly 

Cnn produced t o  a Middtm East and 
Taiwan spmcification do not haw n 
ternpwatute switch 



iat the 

i e  lest$ 
m either 
ictrical 

~ r d  l is 

e terioration 

K.Y 
1 Fuse 
2 Temperature switch plug 

and sockel (l 2 way) 
3 Temperature switch plug 
4 Temperature switch 
5 Diode 
6 Solenoid plug and socket 

B Engine eanh point 
9 Thronle posirion switch 

plug and sacket (4 way) 
10 Throttle posirion switch 

PIUQ 
1 1 Throttle position switch 

Splice 

Check for continuiry of the slate.'b~ut cable 

Measure the voltage on the Jate/blue cable as ' 

Check lor coni~nuity of the whne mrple cable 
from the comrd solenoid plug and socket 
(see iiem B and 6) to either 

Measure the voltag~ on the whiie/purple cable 
a1 the solenoid plug and socket 

,and socket I l Ytbl 

Disconnect the solenord plug and socker. 
Check for continuity on the black cable from 
this plug to the engine eanh point 
{see item G and 8) 
Is it continuous? 



Figure OZ-8 

Purge control system -:fault diagnosis chart 
(Turbocharged engines] 





Djsconnecl the solenoid plug and socket 
Check the black cable to eanh for continuity 
(see iterns F and 6, D and 3, and G and 8) 
I8 it continuous? 

:Ivn wnd 

Rectify the fauh of the black earth cable 1 

eeble ar the 
cket Measure the vnbge an M h  vYhltr e s b k  n i  

the lank loom plug and socket 
(see item D and 3) 
IS there 12 volts on each able? 

+ 

 lance to 
p l u ~  and 
,I 
I link loom 
ret 
ch socket 

ch 
I and socket 

e 
point 

Check for con~inuity of the wh~te cable 
between items D and 3, and E and 2 

Measure the voltage on bath white cables at 
the right-hand valance la engine lmm 9 way 
plug and socket (see item E and 2)  
la them f 2 volts on ench cable? 

Refer to TSD 4701 
Check the ignition feed white cable 10 fuse B3 

1 
Imprtmnt 
Befate carrying out a test ensure that the 
following conditions apply. 
1. The battery is fully charged 
2. The engine is cold 
3. Use a multimeter to carry out the tests 
4, The ignition is switched off when either 

disconnecting or connecting electrical 
connections 

5. Always remake any connections 
immediately a test is completed 

l 

6. Visually inspect the system hoses for 
deterioration 

7. Ensure fuse 83 on fuseboard 1 is intact 



Section G3 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 

The fuel evaporative emission control system differs 
between turbocharged and naturelly ,aspirated cars 
and also, between naturally aspirated 4 door saloons 
and 2 door convertibles bee figs. G3-l and G3-21. 

Wnh aH systems however, the principle of 
operation is to eliminate direct venting of the fuel 
tank and therefore, to  prevent the release of 
hydrocarbons to the atmosphere. 

Fuel vapours from the fuel tank are collected and 
stored in a charcoal filled adsorption canister situated 
under the fmnt leh-hand wing of the vehicle. When 
the canister is purged. the stored fud  vapours are 
extracted from the charcoal and burnt in the engine. 

The fuel tank is located at the forward end of 
the luggage companment behind a carpet covered 
panel. 

An expansion tank situated within the main fuel 
tank inhibits complete filling and provides fuel 
expansion volume to cope with extreme ambient 
temperature conditions. 

A combined pressurelvacuum relief valve is 
located in the fuel filler cap 

A rollover tube with a restrictor is incorporated in 
the vent line from the fuel tank to the control 
canister. This prevents fuel from reaching the canister 
during harsh manoeuvres or in the Writ of vehicle 
inversion. 

For details of the servicing and maintenance 
requirements of the system, refer to the Service 
Schedules Manual f S O  4702. 

Naturally aspirated cam 
The principle of operation for both 2 door and 4 door 
cars is identical, however, the emission control 
canister fitted under the front left-hand wing. is 
installed forward of the wheel arch on 2 door cars 
and behind the wheel arch on 4 door cars. 

Fuel vapour that accumulates in the top of the 
fuel tank is routed from the centre vent, around the 
tank and to the inlet connection on the control 

Fig. G3-1 Fuel evaporative emission control system - General view 

1 Purge line - Saloon 
2 Canister I m c = Convertible 
3 Rollover tube 
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Vacuum ten Purge line 
3. Pressure in the rank tube to be less than 1,5 kPa The purge line connects the control canister to the 
12.17 mbar) with 4.2 kPa 16.1 mbar) applied to the engine induction system. 
vacuum tube and with 1600 cd/min flow through Air from the atmosphere is drawn downwards 
the valve through the carbon granules in the canister and 

speed sensor 

1. G3-4 K-M~tronic ECU - Canister purge eomrol 




